
12 miles to the east of Nottingham, the quiet, leafy village of East Bridgford was the venue 
for the hotly anticipated Bowls Nottinghamshire 2 Bowl Singles Championship today. The 
Champion will have the right, the honour and the privilege of representing Bowls 
Nottinghamshire at the Bowls England National Championships at Leamington Spa next 
month. There was also the small matter of a generous sponsor providing a £250 prize fund 
for the finalists. Thankfully, the meteorologists amongst us got it wrong when they predicted 
over a 60% chance of rain for the weekend. The conditions were set fair, the green looked to 
be in good condition and the participants had arrived despite the triathlon attempting to 
derail the adjusted start time of 12:00.  
 
Each game was played over 21 ends with an extra end to be played if scores were level after 
the 21 ends had been played. The number of participants had unfortunately decreased due 
to a clash with the Nottinghamshire County Bowls Federation Finals day. It appears the 
communication amongst that organisation is lacking compared to their counterparts at Bowls 
Nottinghamshire. That being said, it did not dampen the spirits of everyone who was involved 
today and the first round of matches started at 12:00. 
 
There were a few notable early exits in the first round namely Aaron Lockhart, Elliot Guthrie 
and the 2019 champion Michael Owen who will all be disappointed to have fallen so early. 
Owen was defeated by Ollie Sloan whose stock is rising within Newark Northern and Bowls 
Nottinghamshire with every impressive result he gets. Lockhart and Guthrie were beaten by 
Michael Leafe and Kevin Kerry respectively. 2018 winner Kerry was looking to become the 
first ever 2-time winner of this competition. Current 4 Bowl Singles finalist and previous 
runner up in the 2019 2 Bowl Singles, AJ Rana began his account with a regulation victory 
against Thomas Towle. There were also wins for David Scott, Richard Button, Andrew 
Webster, Mark Housley and Matt Hogg. 
 
The 2nd round saw the likes of David Ashbridge, Steven Bailey, Jeremy Hale, Len Hale, Simon 
Dawes, Shane Overton and Jon Alton enter the competition after receiving a bye through the 
first round. Ashbridge fell to Rana whose impressive run of form continued. David Scott got 
the better of 2014 winner and 2-time runner up Steven Bailey in what on paper looked a 
mouth-watering clash of 2 players who have significant experience of high quality games. 
Neither player would have felt they did themselves justice with their performance but Scott 
did enough just to edge it. Jeremy Hale, who is still recovering from surgery managed to dig 
deep (excuse the pun) and find a way past Richard Button despite being in pain whenever he 
delivers a bowl. Unfortunately for his father Len, it was defeat to Michael Leafe who 
continued his impressive performance on the day by making it through to the quarter finals. 
There were also wins for Kerry over Dawes, Overton against Webster, Housley against the 
impressive Sloan and Alton against Hogg who has had a break-out season of his own having 
reached the semi- final of the 4 Bowl Singles as well as making his Middleton Cup debut. He 
is definitely one to watch in coming seasons. 
 
The quarter final line up was Rana versus Scott, Hale was looking to avenge his father's defeat 
to Leafe, Kerry against Overton and Housley against the unknown prospect of Alton from 
Greasley M.W. All four matches finished inside the distance with impressive wins for Rana, 
Leafe, Kerry and Housley. The semi-finalists were known and we were closer to discovering 
who the 2021 winner would be. Kevin Kerry was the only former Champion left in the field 



and Rana was the only other competitor left who had experience of getting the final of this 
competition.  
 
Both semi-finals got underway at the same time with Rana facing off against Leafe and Kerry 
looking to dispatch his 2nd Langwith Junction player of the day Housley. In the first semi final, 
Rana quickly built an 8 shot to 1 lead after 6 ends scoring 3 doubles and 2 singles conceding 
just a solitary single in return. Arnold Park veteran Leafe needed to dig deep and find a way 
into the game to stop the onslaught of Rana. He managed a double of his own on the 7th end 
to get back to within 5 of his opponent but that was the closest he would get as Rana booked 
his place in the final by winning 7 of the next 10 ends to take an unassailable 17-7 lead after 
17 ends. The Rolls Royce representative was hoping to go one better than the runner up he 
achieved in 2019. 
 
The 2nd semi-final between Clipstone player Kerry and Housley from Langwith Junction began 
in a more predictable fashion with both combatants conscious of avoiding letting their 
opponent build a lead. The first 10 ends were shared and at the halfway point, the players 
were locked at 8 a piece facing tense a second half of the game. Something inside Housley 
seemed to click after the 10th end however, he went on a run of winning the next 6 ends to 
build a 16 shot to 8 lead after 16 ends. With 5 ends to play, Kerry needed to win every end 
scoring at least 8 shots from the available 10 to be able to take it to an extra end. However, 
Housley was not to be denied his place in the final taking the 17th end and building an 
insurmountable 17 shot to 8 lead. Although unable to repeat his victory from 2018, Kerry 
must be satisfied with the scalps he took along the way and will undoubtedly be back in 2022 
to try again. 
 
The final was a clash between AJ Rana from Rolls Royce, who was looking to improve from 
2019 and Mark Housley representing Langwith Junction. Housley was looking to become the 
2nd man after Michael Owen of Cavaliers to complete the Big 5 Grand Slam of being Fours 
Champion, Triples Champion, Pairs Champion, 4 Bowl Singles Champion and 2 Bowl Singles 
Champion - an awesome achievement I'm sure you'll agree. 
 
At a little after 5.00pm, both men took to the rink like Gladiators entering the Colosseum. At 
stake was not only the glory of being crowned 2021 2 Bowl Singles Champion but also the 
task of being Nottinghamshire's representative at the National Championships in the 
discipline. The tension was evident amongst the players as they played their trial ends. The 
crowd of expectant onlookers gathered as play got underway with the resplendent silver 
trophy stood proudly at the end of the rink. This provided both Rana and Housley with a stark 
reminder, should they require it, of what was being played for. 
 
First blood belonged to Rana. He settled quickly to score 3 doubles and concede a solitary 
single in the first 4 ends to build a handy 6-1 lead. The next 9 ends were traded with Rana 
unable to capitalise on his lead but Housley being equally unsuccessful in making any 
successful inroads into his deficit. Rana was dominating the head as the pair played away from 
the pavilion with Housley striking back consistently in the opposite direction. The game was 
heading to a bit of a stalemate with the only beneficiary being Rana as he continued to hold 
a useful lead. 
 



After 13 ends of the final, Housley trailed 12 shots to 8 and Rana looked to be perfectly placed 
to maintain his lead. Housley needed some inspiration and indeed he found some. He 
changed his hand when playing away from the pavilion and found success. He went on a 4 
consecutive end run scoring 3 doubles and a single to completely turn the game around and 
put himself in the ascendancy by leading 15 shot to 12 after 17 ends. Being 3 shots down with 
4 ends to play, Rana needed to stem the flow of shots being scored against him. A single on 
the 18th end did just that and brought himself back to within 2 of his opponent. 
 
3 ends were left, the difference was 2 in favour of Housley and the tension was evident for all 
to see. Housley just needed to match Rana bowl for bowl and tick the ends off. His greater 
experience ultimately told as the pair exchanged further singles on the 19th and 20th ends to 
leave the score at 16-14 to Housley with 1 end remaining. Rana cast the jack and delivered 
his first bowl that came to rest approximately 3 feet behind the jack. Housley managed to get 
inside his opponent to hold the shot and put the pressure back onto Rana as he needed to 
find a way of making a double to take the final to an extra end. He delivered his bowl and 
focused his laser-like gaze on his bowl as it travelled up the rink. He was willing it to run, to 
either sit his opponents bowl away or trail the jack to his own bowl and make Housley play 
his final bowl for the Championship. It started to bend... it was on line... it... was... SHORT! 
Housley lay 1, Housley was Champion! He had completed the Big 5 Grand Slam!  
 
Although disappointed, Rana must take heart from his performances today and also the fact 
he has made the final twice in consecutive 2 Bowl Singles Championship events. There is no 
doubt he will return in 2022 to attempt to become Champion for the first time. Amazingly he 
will have a chance to avenge today's defeat to Housley in the 4 Bowl Singles final to be held 
later this week. As for Housley, he has been crowned the 2 Bowl King for 2021 and will be 
hoping to continue his run at Leamington. He also has 3 more finals to play (4 Bowl Singles, 
Pairs and Fours) where he will be hoping to become a quadruple County Champion for 2021 
and become a resident at Leamington Spa for 2 weeks during August. 
 
Everyone was thankful to the committee and volunteers from East Bridgford Bowls Club to 
allow their facilities to be used for the event today. Without their support either with 
refreshments or assisting with marking games, the event would not have been able to take 
place or be as successful as it was. A big thanks must also be given to those players who 
willingly remained after their defeat and assisted with marking games. Their help will not have 
gone unnoticed, I'm sure.  
 
Finally, what else is there to say but a huge thank you and congratulations to Bowls 
Nottinghamshire Competition Secretary Lee Garrett for putting everything together under 
considerable duress following the withdrawal of a number of competitors at short notice. His 
excellent communication and organisation of the event has meant yet another smooth 
running for 2021 and keeps everyone wanting to return again in 2022. 
 
Well done to all competitors and all the very best for the rest of the 2021 season. 

 
VIEW FROM THE EAST BRIDGFORD TERRACE……. 


